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Introduction

Aminkeng A Alemanji

A: A little bit respect please

B: I am a nurse

A: I am [a] Finnish woman

B: So what?...

A: You are [a] fucking African woman

B: So what?

A: You mean nothing! You are zero! You are not human in my eyes! You know what
happen in our country (gesturing towards herself). Why [do you] all come rape our
country? We are in trouble because black peoples. Yes. its reality and be ready this
country will be big racist one day also. I am not before but I think I am racist
because of what I see. no respect, no anything. just try to live good here work, don’t
use our social please.

B: So you are talking [to] me? what did I do to you?

A: Why? because you are black. this country will be like this because you are black

B: because I am black?

A: You are black am white

B: Thank you

A: You are welcome (walking away) but not in my country.

In October 2015 another “isolated case1” of racism occurred on the streets of the Helsinki region in

Finland. Like most racial incidents, this was unprovoked. The main reason for the attack was the

colour of the victim’s skin (it could very well have been because of her gender, sexuality or religion

1. I am using this here ironically.
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– or a combination of these elements – too). The victimiser claims her superiority by referring to two

main things: her Finnishness and her whiteness. This is in stark contrast to the victim’s blackness and

her Africaness. Although the victimiser could not tell if the victim was a Finnish national, she

assumed that being black means one cannot be a Finn and that all black people are Africans. Being

black and African meant that the victim is zero, not human. As a result, being “a zero” and “not

human” means that any nature of inhuman treatment bestowed upon the victim is justified. As David

Theo Goldberg puts it “race today is supposed to be a thing of the past. And yet all we do, seemingly

is to talk about it. We talk (about) race when not talking (about) it; and we don’t talk (about) it when

(we should be) talking (about) it” (2015, p. 1). In the discussion of race, the issue of skin colour

remains prominent due to coloniality of power; defined by Maldonado-Torres (2007, 243) as a “long-

standing patterns of power that emerged as a result of colonialism, but that define culture, labour,

intersubjective relations, and knowledge production well beyond the strict limits of colonial

administrations”. and white supremacy, a belief in the superiority of the white race over the rest (see

Ahmed, 2012; Bonilla-Silva, 2006; Mignolo, 2009; Leonardo, 2004). This is done through denying

its existence yet enjoying from its existence. This is done by inscribing the racialized with a race and

the racializing without one. This may also lead to the racializing being presented as superior in some

cases. “We are all humans” is a new racial category (as if humanity is such a category) which

represents yet another attempt to hide or negate the use of race. First we replace race with culture,

then ethnicity, now humanity.

What does race do?

A lot of people get trapped around the debates of what race is and/or what it is not. In doing so, they

consciously and sometimes unconsciously fail to comprehend the most important lesson to learn with

regards to race – what race does (see Lentin, 2015). Very often such debates are aimed at denying

the existence and relevance of race as an essential part of human relationships and interaction. In such

cases, those in denial evoke arguments around the obscurity of race as a biological reality. In this

regard, it is important to note that although race is biologically unreal, socio-politically it has an

impact on the lives of the “racialized” (see, Alemanji 2016: Goldberg, 2015: Ahmed, 2012). As

exemplified in the discussion above, those who argue that race is unreal, use race to advance

themselves and dehumanise the “racialized”. Those who are considered to have a race are often

viewed as inferior (black) while whiteness, that which is not racialized, and ‘uncoloured’, is seen as
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a norm (see Alemanji, 2016: Goldberg, 2015: Mignolo 2009). Race is employed as an oppressive tool

to dehumanise the “racialized” while denying the existence and significance of race.

The opening conflict between a white Finn and a Black person moves to a macro level when the

victimiser asks “why do you come rape our country?...” “We are in trouble because of black people”

whose inhumanity compares the other’s behaviours to that of animals which, if not tamed, must be

destroyed or else s/he infects the purity of the host country (Goldberg 2015, Alemanji 2016). Attempts

to tame this “savage” African woman is evident in claims that the victim should be respectful, that

she should work hard and not use any social benefits from the “host” country. In other words, the

savage African woman should adopt the position of a 21st century slave – serve, show respect to you,

not eat, not clothe, not bear “many” children. When these condemned people fail to conform to this

slave status, they become a problem that must be dealt with in any possible way. In other words, when

they fail to do this (and often even when they do), they become the cause of all the troubles in most

‘Western’ countries. This is the point where the victimiser claims that like her, the nation (Finland in

this case) is fast becoming racist. Going beyond one woman’s argument, one must not take denial of

a racial classification in Finland at face value as more racially derogatory classifications are gaining

popularity such as ‘immigrant background people’ (see Dervin, Layne & Tremion 2015); the growing

popularity of the Finns Party in recent years and the recent policing of and government interventions

into issues of free speech in public media is indicative of a trend that cannot be continuously ignored.

Employing different literatures on racism, one could simply define the concept as

discrimination/prejudice based on difference starting from skin colour and reaching out to other

variables like gender, sexuality, religion exercised through the use of power (see Alemanji, 2016).

Racism is a necessary rhetorical strategy used to devaluate, and justify dispensable lives that are

portrayed by hegemonic discourses as less valuable (see Goldberg, 2015; Alemanji, 2016; Hage,

2015; Alemanji & Dervin 2016). The bottom line of racism is devaluation and not the colour of one’s

skin. The colour of one’s skin is a significant marker used to devaluate. Although people in denial

often argue against this fact, the discussion above exemplifies how vital skin colour is regarding

issues of racism. Racial violence is often geared towards what is physically different before moving

into what is psychologically different. In this light, in a society like Finland, a non-white person, a

Muslim veiled woman, a Roma beggar, a homosexual couple and a friend or “ally” to a non-white

person are the easiest targets of racial violence. However, in politics of postraciality (see Goldberg,
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2015) this group of people are considered to be part of the mainstream by the mainstream, at the

convenience of the mainstream. They also easily cease to be part of the mainstream whenever the

mainstream decides. They are at the mercy of the benevolent dominant white group.

Moving beyond the multicultural to Antiracism

Political movements in most western societies are continuously shifting to the far-right where

discourses and policies around the Other are strongly becoming more racialized and normalised

(Alemanji 2016; Mudde 2014; Hage, 2015). The Other, oftentimes non-whites, refugees, Muslims

etc. exist at the mercy of the mainstream who continuously view them as less than humans and the

cause of the social and economic crises of the mainstream. They are attacked and caricatured

endlessly in the media (especially in social media), during political rallies and even physically in

public places like in the except above. On the one hand, such attacks may be different but when they

occur they are the same – the Other is always at fault for his/her actions or inactions and, as a result,

must be punished (Mignolo 2009; Goldberg 2016; Alemanji 2016). On the other hand, the mainstream

has become embolden and more vocal in their attacks and have become blind to the weaknesses of

their arguments as they attempt to put the blame on the Other.

These issues are not adequately addressed by a lot of multicultural endeavours and programs (see

Alemanji, 2016) which continuously target the Other in an attempt to “help” them “become” better

versions of themselves for the mainstream. Although many would argue that critical multiculturalism

addresses issues of racism, it is important to note that antiracism addresses these issues better.

Antiracism as a word is indicative of the existence of racism. However, it must be noted that not all

programs that carry the antiracism banner adequately address issues of racism. Antiracism programs

have to be created for a specific target and are not always transferable as one antiracism program may

be a direct contrast to another. This is so because the issues of racism occur both at micro and macro

levels.

Antiracism is not new (In Europe at least). It was usurped by multiculturalism / interculturalism in

the late 20th century because of the burden of race and racism evident in the notion of anti-racism

unlike in the labels multiculturalism and interculturalism. While the latter situates the problem in a
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lack of understanding of people from other cultures the former situates the problem in systems and

hierarchies that create and maintain structural imbalance by giving some groups power while denying

others (see Goldberg 2009, 2016; Alemanji, 2016; Lentin and Titley 2011; Titley 2016; Hage, 2015).

With the weaknesses of multiculturalism well documented (see Lentin and Titley 2011; Dervin 2015;

Dervin, and Layne 2014; Alemanji & Mafi 2016; Alemanji & Dervin, 2016) it is appealing to look

beyond the personal discomfort of the privileged and give antiracism more space in schools and

beyond. I have argued in my earlier work how this can be done and this book takes this argument a

few steps further. Antiracism is a struggle like the story of David and Goliath2, the odds are against

the antiracist in most cases. Driven by (but not limited to) human rights, social justice and equity

antiracism commits to building a worldview where people can recognise and understand themselves

and others for who they are. For this to happen, one cannot ignore the effects of history in today’s

interactions.

It is naive to assume that multiculturalism is like antiracism, and is a static concept. These concepts

are constantly being given new meanings and different interpretations in different contexts depending

on the socio-political realities of that specific context.  On this, Mills (2007, p. 89) argues that

There is multiculturalism as state policy (itself varying from nation to nation) and

multiculturalism as minority activist demand, multiculturalism as applied generally to the

political theorisation of society as a whole and multiculturalism as a applied specifically to

tertiary education and curriculum reform, multiculturalism as including the politics of race,

ethnicity, gender, sexual orientation and disability (critical multiculturalism) and

multiculturalism excluding at least some of these.

As a political project, in most countries (e.g. Finland, Sweden, Canada, etc.) multiculturalism is

politically geared towards immigrants and the need to “teach” them to learn the ways of the dominant

group oftentimes the ways of their host countries (see Dervin & Layne, 2013, Dervin et al, 2012). As

a result, antiracism projects conceptually grounded in the above mentioned multicultural political

climate may end up reproducing the same essentialist multicultural discourse or one similarly

problematic. Antiracism programs must step away from the multicultural targets – immigrant or the

Other. Programs that address the wrong target yield limited results irrespective of how good the

programs may be. Antiracism programs should be the mirror that everyone must look into to see

2 A biblical story of a young boy (David) who stands up when no one could or wished to defeat a giant (Goliath).
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themselves – their power and its effect on others, their privilege against that of others and their

position in the hierarchical structure of things against the position of others.

Book objectives

Antiracism is both inter-, multi- and transdisciplinary. Antiracism as interdisciplinary means that it

employs multiple interrelated branches of knowledge. Antiracism as multidisciplinary means that it

cuts across several academic disciplines e.g. politics, education, art, economics etc. Antiracism as

transdisciplinary reflects the different disciplines working together to create new conceptual,

theoretical, methodological, and translational innovations that integrate and move beyond discipline-

specific approaches to address the issue of racism. Its transdisciplinarity is also based on the active

inclusion of domains from outside academia (NGOs, amongst others). This book deals with

educational approaches to antiracism. Antiracism (education) is a pedagogical discourse as well as

an academic and political practice (Dei & Calliste, 2000). As an educational discourse it is a

progressive practice that “questions power relations in the school and society, recognises the

importance of personal experience and lived realities as a source of knowledge, and explores the

perspectives of different groups in society” (Dei, 1996 p. 1). Antiracism interventions in such cases

can help to change discourses, actions and structures that produce or promote them. Antiracism

education questions hierarchical racialized structures and their consequences. It seeks to understand,

unearth and deconstruct the foundation of racism at a macro level as well as seeks ways to oppose

and challenge daily racialized practices wherever and whenever. It is not limited to a mere reaction

to issues of racism. It sets out to dismantle structures that (re)produce individual cases of racism.

This book engages with the state of antiracism education with specific case studies from Finland and

Canada and proposes different strategies of antiracism education in and out of school. The book

approaches antiracism education as a practical and pragmatic approach to combat issues of power

and social hierarchies that produce diverse forms of racism. The diverse discussions in the book

justify claims that diverse antiracism practices are needed to combat the ever changing nature of

racism.
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Structure of the book

This book is divided into two sections. The first section - From discourses of integration to antiracism

– reviews and critiques policies, discourses and practices of “multiculturalism” and integration. In

highlighting the weaknesses of such ideological and practical paradigms, this section calls for

antiracism as a viable alternative.

Pigga Keskitalo, Erika Sarivaara, Inker-Anni Linkola and Merja Paksuniemi open the book with

the case of the Sámi, one of the minority groups in Finland. In this chapter they problematise the

legacy of the Sámi’s assimilation and colonisation and try to solve the resulting problems through

mediating Sámi education. This is done through uncovering how mediating education can remedy the

legacy of assimilation and racism. They argue that the word “mediate” means to arbitrate, make peace,

resolve and negotiate. The authors argue that assimilation of the Sámi people into the homogenous

Finnish identity, without paying attention to their rich cultural heritage, has affected the situation of

Sámi people and has caused, for example, poverty, mortality, limited access to education, abuse, a

lack of self-respect, language shift, loss of culture and neo-colonialism. To some extent, these

processes have also weakened their cultural identity. They call for a Sámi education aimed at

addressing specific issues pertinent in the Sámi society and one that aims at addressing the power

structures that reproduces inequalities that hurt the Sámi every day. Such education, they argue,

should be built around indigenous knowledge, traditions and cultural context. This chapter is based

on research material gathered in two phases. One part of the data was gathered in a Sámi school

history project, while another part of the research project concerned assimilation among Sámi

peoples.

In chapter two Tobias Potzsch explores how an anti-oppressive practice perspective can inform

contested understandings of social inclusion within the Language Instruction for Newcomers to

Canada integration program at NorQuest College in Edmonton, Canada. The case of Canada is

important here because it is often considered as an “ideal” multicultural countries that a lot of other

countries (Finland included) looks to on multicultural issues. The chapter explores the theme of

Inclusion vs. Assimilation emerging from wider fieldwork data chronicling the experiences of

program participants. It critiques the challenges involved in both concepts from the point of view that

although assimilating the other into the mainstream is not ideal, inclusion does not entail subsuming

the Other within a pre-existing societal order but rather within a fluid structural process where this

order is interrogated and changed collectively. Potzsch argues that social inclusion programs should
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be based on an anti-racist and anti-oppressive policies and practices that foster collaborative learning

built on the principles of self-reflexivity, egalitarian partnership and social transformation.

In chapter three Helena Oikarinen-Jabai examines the use of performative, art-based and

participatory research approaches in producing material and productions where the perspectives of

young Finns with immigrant backgrounds are shared with larger audiences as part of research

reporting. Many young people with immigrant backgrounds have the kind of mental and emotional

resources, based on their embodied and personal experiences, to participate actively in deconstructing

and restructuring the surrounding culture, its aesthetic values and the existing binary relations

between ‘others’ and ‘us’. Oikarinen-Jabai argues that their knowhow and visions should be valued

in anti-racist discourse. Together with researchers, educators, artists and cultural workers they can

play a great role and participate in transversal dialogue, they are able to create cultural productions

that open a horizon for hybrid spaces where rigid conceptual borders and national images can be

approached with curiosity and not-knowingness. As a result, this chapter argues against ignoring their

voices and the potential they bring in antiracism discourse.

The second section of this volume – From “culture” to antiracism education – highlights the

constrains of basing antiracism within a multiculturalism framework. This section focusses of

antiracism education across different levels of education from a view point that antiracism education

cannot be limited to a specific level of education or to formal education only. Sommier and Roiha

open this section with a critique of how culture is employed in educational discourses in Finland.

Drawing on critical approaches to culture, this chapter (1) looks at limitations of the way culture is

conceptualized within educational discourses, (2) proposes new ways of using the concept (3) and

provides practical examples while considering limitations and challenges such as hidden curriculum

and teachers’ personal values.  Sommier and Roiha discuss the issues of intercultural communication

competence and raise the importance of looking for similarities while positively addressing

differences. They also highlight the tensions embedded in language use and language teaching, related

to homogenous examples of language use and the figure of the native speaker. Furthermore, Sommier

and Roiha raise issues related to the overlapping between nation and culture and emphasised the

importance of going beyond the nation as the main and normalised unit to address practices and

identities. Antiracism, they argue, should be acknowledged across subjects through a series of small

steps.
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In chapter five Päivi Armila, Anni Rannikko and Tiina Sotkasiira ponder over the possibility of

combining an anti-racist research agenda with anti-racist campaigning to intervene in certain fields

of formal education, namely in kindergartens, elementary schools and universities. They employ

critical autoethnography to analyse their experiences of anti-racist interventions within fields of

formal education, namely those of kindergartens and elementary schools. They argue that the

reluctance to acknowledge racism and handle it within the framework of formal education is derived

not only from unwillingness to deal with racial inequality but also from reluctance of those with

power and privilege to understand educational institutions as spaces of and for political struggle.

In chapter six, Pia Mikander and Ida Hummelstedt-Djedou follow from the previous chapter by

critiquing an educational intervention at a Finnish primary school. The chapter looks at the benefits

and drawbacks of an anti-racist event in school by questioning in what way such events challenge, or

change discriminating racist structures, and in what way it reinforced the division between the norm

and the Other. They recommend a shift of focus away from “cultural differences” to power structures

and hierarchies that produce racist consequences. Mikander and Hummelstedt-Djedou critique such

antiracism interventions for not turning the focus on the student’s own positions and for not

incorporating into the discussion how the students could participate in changing the structures.

In the last chapter Aminkeng A. Alemanji and Minna Seikkula explore the complexities of teaching

issues of race and racism from the point of view of two researchers. Alemanji and Seikkula, through

interactive dialogues, outline their experiences of teaching about issues of racism in two different

Finnish universities. They discuss the issues of race and racism in Finland. Departing from an

understanding of race as an important socio-political construct that shapes people’s daily lives

irrespective a person’s racial group. The authors argue against those who try to deny the existence of

racism in the complexities of racism today. They call for diverse approaches to antiracism education

in the struggle to uproot racism from everyday life.

I hope that this volume helps to inspire scholars and students to undertake antiracism work in all their

educational and life endeavours. A long as racism continues to be the ‘elephant in the room’, we must

all commit to pushing this elephant out, educators and researchers alike.

Finally, I will like to thank the following reviewers who provided invaluable comments and

suggestions to the chapter authors:
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Saija Benjamin, University of Helsinki, Finland

Ina Juva, University of Helsinki, Finland

Suvi Keskinen, University of Turku, Finland

Heidi Layne, University of Helsinki, Finland

Regis Machart, Universiti Putra Malaysia

Edda Óskarsdóttir, University of Iceland

Anna-Leena Riitoaja, University of Helsinki, Finland

Carolin Schütze, Lund University, Sweden

Virginie Trémion, Catholic University of Paris, France

Salla Tuori, Åbo Akademi University, Finland

I will wish to thank Fred Dervin for his help as my Scientific Consultant while putting together this

volume. Without him the reader would not be reading this book because he sowed the first seed about

the importance of such literature.
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